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this is more of a problem with buying the older cs versions. the newer versions of the cc products are
usually not much more than an update of the older versions. new features are often added to the
newer versions. at the time of writing, the final version of autocad 2010, the newest version of the
product, was available for purchase. the new features are essentially a windows-only (non-mac)
version of the mac 2011 autodesk suite. they have a strong focus on productivity and performance.
some of the new features include: the ability to work in two or more windows simultaneously
enhanced collaboration within teams more automatic and systematic object snapping enhanced
drawing and viewing capabilities improved user interface improved rendering one unified line
drawing tool improved text and dimension editing tools imported ms project and excel data support
enhanced cad/cae data support improved ui/ux improved cloud and rendering support i have seen
the recent changes to autocad and they have made it more intuitive to use, and the basic toolkit is
more consistent with the previous version. you also have the benefit of being able to share your
models with others. but, unfortunately, theyre introducing an entirely new version of autocad that
wont be compatible with the existing version of autocad 2010 on your computer (regardless of the
fact that you may own it). so if youve already purchased autocad 2010, youll have to upgrade to
autocad 2011, which costs $300 to $800, depending on your license level. there is no way to get
around this.
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to get your autodesk product key, go to the manufacturer website (the one where you downloaded
the software). the autodesk web site contains a link that goes directly to the autocad serial key page.

the serial number (product key) should be the first number on the page. make sure that the serial
number is correct. if you change the serial number, the product key will change as well. the first

version of autocad had a master database that contained the product information and the product
key. you could also have a backup copy. this file is saved in a user directory that is normally a

hidden directory. it can be unhidden by selecting tools>options. in the general tab, click the override
settings button to open the directory security dialog box. select the create new directory radio

button and enter the name of the new directory. make sure that the directory name is not in use. in
the.exe file, there is a number in a predetermined column. in this case, it is 0. the.exe is located in

the product directory. the program files contain a number in a predetermined column. in this case, it
is 1. it doesnt really matter whether you use an older or newer version of the cc product, you get the

benefit of constant product support and upgrades. we still recommend new users to choose the
latest version of a product, but you can easily upgrade later. you should be able to use any of the
current (at the time of this writing) versions of the adobe products. in addition, some of the older

versions of the products may still be available. for example, you could still use an earlier version of
photoshop cs6. adobe sometimes deprecates old versions of products, and you may have to upgrade

to the newest version to get the latest and greatest features. 5ec8ef588b
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